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App Overview Canvas

A Machine Learning-powered time manager, campus navigation
assistant, study buddy finder and much more!
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APP OVERVIEW CANVAS
WU Wien
DigiEduHack

PAIN POINTS

App Overview
Template

●

●

(List all key pain points which you have identified and try to tackle with your app idea)

Time Management - Understanding how much time ●
preparation/completing courses requires and ●
planning for it
●
Late information on changing course details & tasks
CORE APP FEATURES

●

(List and shortly describe all core app features of your final app idea)

Time Management
○ AI Supported Features
■ Automatic calculator of study time
allocation
■ Calculated tasks time requirement that
adapt to the students own study pace (ML)
■ Changes to scheduler if deadline changes
■ Notification on task/exam changes
IMPLEMENTATION / TECHNOLOGY
●
●

Tracking Deadlines for course/exam registration
Finding a group & study buddies
Navigating the campus

●

●

Buddy finder
○ Find people taking the same courses with similar
interests and available study time slots
○ Match with people for groupworks
Locator
○ Get your precise location through NFC’s Tags
○ Get information about the location

(Optional: List specific technological components that will bring your app features to life)

Machine Learning “recommender” system
NFC tags

Feature Template
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APP FEATURE:
WU Wien
DigiEduHack

App Feature
Template per
Feature

PAIN POINT

GAIN

(Which challenge / pain does this feature solve and why is it relevant?)

(What kind of benefit / value does this feature create for the user?)

Understanding
how
much
time
preparation/completing courses requires...

It allows the user to easily get an overview of
how much time is required to finish a task

FEATURE DESCRIPTION

USE CASES

(Describe the app feature in detail: how does it work? What does it do? Etc.)

(Describe the scenario(s) in which a student will most likely use this feature)

The user can input the required time for a
task. Using this an AI can calculate how fast a
user can finish tasks. It can also take the
amount of time others have taken to finish a
specific task to calculate an approximate time
for the user.
PERSONA

When planning the time for the current week
and how much time has to be dedicated for
studying

(Who will use it?)

It is relevant for all students, but will probably be used more by
students with less time (e.g. working students)

APP FEATURE:
WU Wien
DigiEduHack

App Feature
Template per
Feature

PAIN POINT

GAIN

(Which challenge / pain does this feature solve and why is it relevant?)

(What kind of benefit / value does this feature create for the user?)

... and planning for it

It allows for easy time management and
focusing on the most urgent tasks

FEATURE DESCRIPTION

USE CASES

(Describe the app feature in detail: how does it work? What does it do? Etc.)

(Describe the scenario(s) in which a student will most likely use this feature)

The app uses the calendar feature and an AI
to fill the dedicated study time slots with tasks
to focus on, using the expected time
remaining

PERSONA

When having a lot of tasks and being not
sure on how to best dedicate the available
time to those tasks

(Who will use it?)

Students who are bad at managing their time, or who have only a
limited amount of time

APP FEATURE:
WU Wien
DigiEduHack

App Feature
Template per
Feature

PAIN POINT

GAIN

(Which challenge / pain does this feature solve and why is it relevant?)

(What kind of benefit / value does this feature create for the user?)

Getting updates on tasks/deadlines/lecture
room

Always being up-to-date on the latest
changes to a task/deadline/lecture room

FEATURE DESCRIPTION

USE CASES

(Describe the app feature in detail: how does it work? What does it do? Etc.)

(Describe the scenario(s) in which a student will most likely use this feature)

Getting notification and seeing new updates
in the task overview with version history or
changelog

PERSONA

(Who will use it?)

Every student

Whenever a task is updated to get the
immediate notification

APP FEATURE:
WU Wien
DigiEduHack

App Feature
Template per
Feature

PAIN POINT

GAIN

(Which challenge / pain does this feature solve and why is it relevant?)

(What kind of benefit / value does this feature create for the user?)

Getting lost in buildings

Having an overview where one is within a
building. Getting additional information on
lecture halls

FEATURE DESCRIPTION

USE CASES

(Describe the app feature in detail: how does it work? What does it do? Etc.)

(Describe the scenario(s) in which a student will most likely use this feature)

Using NFC on every room, that can be
scanned to get the current location on the
map and floor plan, as well as additional
information like current/upcoming lectures
or employees working in that room

PERSONA

When being in a new building finding one‘s
way around

(Who will use it?)

Especially new students or exchange students

APP FEATURE:
WU Wien
DigiEduHack

App Feature
Template per
Feature

PAIN POINT

GAIN

(Which challenge / pain does this feature solve and why is it relevant?)

(What kind of benefit / value does this feature create for the user?)

Finding a study buddy / group work members

Finding students with same interests,
subjects and study time, and different skills
in the case of group work

FEATURE DESCRIPTION

USE CASES

(Describe the app feature in detail: how does it work? What does it do? Etc.)

(Describe the scenario(s) in which a student will most likely use this feature)

Using the study time input in the calendar
and the additional information in the profile
section together with the selected course,
the app can match students for study groups

PERSONA

When having a lot of projects or groupworks,
it is important to find groups of similar
schedules

(Who will use it?)

Especially new students or exchange students as well as
working students with complicated schedules

Mock-up
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Mock-up
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That’s all from the TEES!
Thank you for your attention

